
          FRIDAY, 17/11/23 

 

R4 PONT DE VIVAUX [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA CALLELONGUE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Apprentices - 

Harness - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. HAMAYA VICI - Remains unshod. Unreliable since winning in April, but is always capable of 
popping up in a place 

2. HOUSTON D'ARIANE - Disappointing five runs since winning in September. Barefoot this time 
and is capable of an upset 

3. HIDALGO PLANCHETTE - Disappointing of late but did win well in August. Looks capable of 
scoring in a race like this 

4. HOUSTON JUSTICE - Heavily raced and has been unreliable since winning in August. 
Barefoot and is capable of contesting the finish 

5. HORUS DES DUNES - Remains barefoot. Distance suited and in good form. Fit and should 
fight out the finish once again 

6. HAWK SPEED - Disappointing last run. Barefoot and is capable of an upset on best form. 
Deserves some respect 

7. HARPER DU FER - Remains unshod. Disappointing last run when ninth but is capable of 
better and could earn some minor money 

8. HISTORY TIKA - On a long losing streak and has been unreliable of late but was fourth last 
time out and could play a minor role 

9. ENLADO - Much improved of late and is hat-trick seeking after some good wins. Barefoot 
winner over the course and distance last time out. Remains unshod and can complete the treble 

10. GIOS DAIRPET - On a very losing streak and was only seventh over this track and trip last 
time out. Capable of better and is not out of it 

11. EXO NELGER - Disappointing last two runs and last win was a claimer but is capable of 
earning some minor money 

12. FEU DE STAR - Remains unshod. Well tried this year without winning but is in fair form of 
late and can complete the finish 

Summary : HORUS DES DUNES (5) is in good form and should fight out the finish once again. 
ENLADO (9)won well over this course and distance last time out and won well before that as well. 
He can complete the hat-trick. HIDALGO PLANCHETTE (3) has been disappointing of late but is 
capable of an upset. GIOS DAIRPET (10) seems better than the recent effort over this track and 
trip. 

SELECTIONS 

HORUS DES DUNES (5) - ENLADO (9) - HIDALGO PLANCHETTE (3) - GIOS DAIRPET (10) 
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C2 - PRIX DE SAINTE MARGUERITE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 17.000  

 
1. JERSEY ACE - Remains unshod. Has lost her way with four disqualification sin last six starts. 
Capable of better but others are preferred 

2. JOLLY MADO - Yet to win a race and has been disqualified in two of her last three starts but 
she is barefoot for the very first time out. Can win if smart 

3. JEANNE DE PELMER - Has yet to win a race after 19 attempts. Modest form at this course 
and is best watched this time 

4. JAZZ LINOIS - More thana  year since last win. Has struggled in most runs this year and 
others are much preferred 

5. JIPANGA DE NILE - Showed improvement when third last time out. Has yet to win a race 
though. Might place 

6. JAVA D'ECAJEUL - Has major disqualification issues. Won twice in March including once 
over this course and distance. Not out of it 

7. JUVENILE CUP - Remains unshod. Showed improvement when third last time out but is 
unreliable. Place chance 

8. JUDEX DE CUY - Yet to win after 22 starts. Has disqualification issues and has struggled of 
late. Others are preferred 

9. JETROVNA DU VIVIER - All three wins were in 2022. Disappointing this year and needs to 
find a few lengths to win this race 

10. JUNE DE ROUGEMONT - Picked up first win which was over this course and distance in 
14th attempt. Was barefoot then and is not barefoot this time. Others are preferred 

11. JONCQUIERE - Versatile distance-wise but is coming off two disappointing runs. Needs to do 
more to win this race 

12. JO DE CAZOULENE - Unreliable and last win was a Mounted race in January. Fair third in a 
harness race last time out. Might place 

13. JAIS DE PICDOM - Remains unshod. A bit of a disappointment since winning in April. 
Probably needs to do more to win but could contest the finish 

14. JOY MARGOT - Clearly needed her last run when returning from a break. Fitter now and 
could be the surprise package of the race 

15. JUST SIXTY ONE - Remains unshod. Ignore last run when seventh in a Mounted race. Won 
well in penultimate start and is capable of winning again 

16. JORGE ARTHUR - Remains barefoot. Very consistent of late and was runner-up over this 
track and trip last time out. Can go one better 

Summary : A competitive looking race. JOLLY MADO (2) is barefoot for the very first time and 
can win if smart. JORGE ARTHUR (16) has been very consistent of late and was runner-up over 
this track and trip last time out. JUST SIXTY ONE (15) won well in his penultimate start and can 
bounce back after a modest Mounted race seventh. JAVA D'ECAJEUL (6) has major 
disqualification issues but is capable of winning when smart. 
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SELECTIONS 

JOLLY MADO (2) - JORGE ARTHUR (16) - JUST SIXTY ONE (15) - JAVA D'ECAJEUL (6) 



          FRIDAY, 17/11/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DE VAISON LA ROMAINE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 18.000  

 
1. IDEAL JIGANAYS - Well beaten in both starts this year but is barefoot this time and capable of 
vast improvement. Place chance 

2. ICARE DU BELLAY - Showed improvement when third in a claimer last time out. Needs to do 
more to win this race. Might place 

3. INTERVAL TRAINING - Remains unshod. On a very long losing streak and is coming off two 
disqualifications. Others are preferred 

4. IDAHODARCHE - Disqualified last time out and has not won a race, Distance suited and is 
capable of playing a minor role 

5. ISPAHAN DE CAREL - Has disqualification issues and took a long time to win first race but did 
run well when third last time out. Has a winning chance 

6. INGLORIOUS CARLESS - Seventh in a Mounted race last time out and has struggled this 
year. Others are much preferred 

7. IBIS DE FEU - On a very long losing streak since only win. Not disgraced when fourth last time 
out and could play a minor role 

8. INTUITIF BOY - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win after 51 attempts but is in good form at 
present. Has  a place chance 

9. INDIEN EMJI - On a very long losing streak but has been runner-up numerous times this year 
including last time out. Keeps that shoeing arrangement and can go one better this time 

10. INSTINCT IDEAL - Disappointing last run when seventh but did win over this course and 
distance before that. Go close 

11. IGNITE MATCH - Disqualified last time out but was in good for before that and is capable of 
an upset on best form 

12. ICARE DE VAL - Disqualified in five of last six starts. Clearly hard to trust but does run well 
when smart. Might place 

13. IBROX PARK - Remains barefoot. Good last win over this course and distance. At best when 
barefoot and should fight out the finish 

Summary : ISPAHAN DE CAREL (5) looks to be improving and ran well when third last time out. 
Should do even better this time. IBROX PARK (13) is best when barefoot and is coming off a nice 
course and distance win. INDIEN EMJI (9) ran well when runner-up last time out and keeps that 
shoeing arrangement so deserves respect. INSTINCT IDEAL (10) has also won over this track 
and trip and has a winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 

ISPAHAN DE CAREL (5) - IBROX PARK (13) - INDIEN EMJI (9) - INSTINCT IDEAL (10) 
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C4 - PRIX CANTINI - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 37.000  

 
1. GIVE ME QUICK - Disqualified last time out but has won three times this year including over 
this course and distance. Can upset 

2. FANGIO DU GUESCLIN - Disqualified last time out and has been unreliable since winning in 
May but is capable of contesting the finish 

3. FURIOSO A QUIRA - Remains unshod. Much improved last run when fourth but could prefer 
that shorter distance. Might place 

4. EURO MAKER - Remains unshod. Has lost his way of late but won over this track and trip in 
March and is capable of an upset 

5. ETHAN DRIVE - In good form of late with two wins in last four starts. Won over this course and 
distance with this shoeing arrangement last time out. Can follow up 

6. FORLANE DEBAILLEUL - Remains unshod. In good form of late. At very best over a bit 
further but is capable of winning over this distance 

7. FAX MADRIK - Remains unshod. Disappointing form since winning in June. Needs to find a 
few lengths to win this race 

8. EDJO DU MONT - Won over this distance in July but is hard to trust and has been disqualified 
the last two course and distance attempts. Others are preferred 

9. FLEURON D'ACADIE - Nearly a year since last win and was well beaten in all three runs this 
year. Needs major improvement to win 

10. DOMINO DREAM - Has had major disqualifications since he won in April. Probably best 
watched until improvement is shown 

11. DISCO D'OCCAGNES - Remains unshod. Showed improvement when fourth last time out 
but is on a long losing streak. Place chance 

12. GOLD RIVER - More than a year since last win. Has struggled of late and needs to find a few 
lengths to win 

13. DIEGO DU HOULET - Has struggled throughout this year. Did a lot better last year but is 
probably best watched this time 

14. DOUGLAS DU PONT - Remains barefoot. On a long losing run and is probably at best over a 
bit shorter these days. Might play a minor role 

15. GIROLAMO - On a long losing streak and has only been modest of late but is capable of 
winning a race like this 

16. EXPRESS DE L'ITON - Won twice at the beginning of the year but has been a bit of a 
disappointment of late. Might place 

Summary : GIROLAMO (15) has been modest of late but is capable of winning in this division 
and deserves respect. FORLANE DEBAILLEUL (6) is at very best over further than this distance 
but is in good form and can score again. FANGIO DU GUESCLIN (2) has been unreliable of late 
but is not out of it. GIVE ME QUICK (1) is a course and distance winner who can bounce back to 
score. 
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SELECTIONS 

GIROLAMO (15) - FORLANE DEBAILLEUL (6) - FANGIO DU GUESCLIN (2) - GIVE ME 

QUICK (1) 
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C5 - PRIX DE LA DURANCE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

19.500  

 
1. HELIOS DES LANDES - Remains barefoot. Won three in a row early this year. Has not won 
since but is capable of earning some money 

2. HYPOLIT DE BEL AIR - Struggling of late and last win was a claimer in April. Needs major 
improvement to win this race 

3. HAVATAR - Remains unshod. Not disgraced when fourth last time out. At very best this 
distance and is a course and distance winner. Go close 

4. HELLO CAUVELLIERE - On a very long losing run but has been runner-up four times this 
year. Struggling of late though and others are preferred 

5. HALTA CRISCANI - Remains unshod. Not disgraced when fourth last time out which was over 
this track and trip. Battling to win but could earn some money 

6. HULK GINYU - Usually gives of his best and has won over this course and distance. Should 
be right there at the finish 

7. HATCHICA DU DOME - On a very long losing run but has not been disgraced when fifth in her 
last two starts. More needed to win but could sneak a place 

8. HERBIERE - Won her penultimate start and twice earlier this year but is unreliable and others 
are preferred this time 

9. HARSHAM CHEF - Very unreliable and has struggled since winning in September. 
Disqualified in last two starts. More needed to win this race 

10. HYSOPE DE NGANDA - Has disqualification issues and has been disappointing since 
winning in April. Others are preferred 

11. HAPPY D'AIMTE - Remains unshod. Very unreliable of late but did run well when third in her 
penultimate start and has a winning chance 

12. HELIOS DU CONROY - Remains barefoot. Fair recent form and won twice earlier this year. 
Capable of an upset on best form 

13. HAPPY LYL - Has not won for some time and needs to do a bit more than the sixth-place 
finishes over this track and trip of late. Might place 

14. HETY DU GOUTIER - Has been unreliable this year but the third-place finish last time out 
indicated another win was not far away 

Summary : HETY DU GOUTIER (14) showed improvement when third last time out and could do 
even better this time. HULK GINYU (6) won well over this course in September and has not been 
disgraced in a few starts since then. HAPPY D'AIMTE (11) has been unreliable of late but is not 
out of it. HAVATAR (3) has won over this course and distance and has a winning chance as well. 

SELECTIONS 

HETY DU GOUTIER (14) - HULK GINYU (6) - HAPPY D'AIMTE (11) - HAVATAR (3) 
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C6 - PRIX DE LA POURRAQUE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR 

€ 24.000  

 
1. GHALAL DE VANDEL - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out but is on a very 
long losing streak and others are much preferred 

2. GAME HAUFOR - Disappointing last run but was barefoot when winning two previous starts 
and is barefoot again. Go close 

3. GOLDEN DAY - On a very long losing streak and was a disappointing ninth last time out but is 
best around this distance. Place chance 

4. GABANA - Has major disqualifications and has been struggling for some time now. Others are 
much preferred 

5. GRAPPILLEUR - Has not won for some time now and was disqualified last time out. Unreliable 
but does pop up in a place every now and then 

6. GRACE DU COUDOU - Remains unshod. Showed improvement when fifth over this track and 
trip and trip last time out. More needed to win this race 

7. GASTON DE SAUZETTE - On a very long losing run but is coming off some fair runs and can 
contest the finish in an open looking race 

8. GIANNA DE JIEL - Remains unshod and has been disappointing of late but is capable of an 
upset on best form 

9. GUS DES CHAMPS - Remains unshod. Very consistent of late and deserves a winning turn. 
Sure to be right there at the finish once again 

10. GOOD VIBRATIONS - Remains unshod. Disappointing last run when sixth and has 
disqualification issues but is capable of scoring in this line-up 

Summary : GUS DES CHAMPS (9) has been very consistent of late and deserves a winning turn 
but will need to shrug off a few lively dangers. GASTON DE SAUZETTE (7) has been in fair form 
of late and can contest the finish. GAME HAUFOR (2) won two in a row when barefoot recently 
and is barefoot this time so the last run is best ignored. GOOD VIBRATIONS (10) is capable of 
running well when smart. 

SELECTIONS 

GUS DES CHAMPS (9) - GASTON DE SAUZETTE (7) - GAME HAUFOR (2) - GOOD 

VIBRATIONS (10) 
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C7 - PRIX DE BERRE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. INDIANA HEART - Showed improvement when fourth last time out over a similar distance but 
has yet to win a race. Others are preferred 

2. IDYLLE DES ANGLES - Remains unshod. Showed some improvement when sixth last time 
out. Needs to do more to win this race 

3. ILLUSION PIYA - Has yet to win a race after 33 starts. Disqualified in three of last six starts 
and others are preferred 

4. IMOKA JULRY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when eighth but did win penultimate 
start and is capable of upset 

5. ISIS DE REYNALD - Found her best form to win late start but  may prefer that longer distance. 
Others are preferred 

6. ISIS DE SYVA - Remains unshod. Disqualified last time out and has yet to win a race. Others 
are preferred 

7. ILLA VILLA - Remains unshod. More than a year since last win and was disappointing last 
time out when sixth. Place chance 

8. ILONA DU FER - Very unreliable and has disqualification issues, Last win was over this 
distance when barefoot and is barefoot again. Can upset 

9. INVERSION JULRY - Remains unshod. Disappointing last run when seventh but was in good 
form before that. Not out of it 

10. ILLUSION DU VAL - Remains unshod. Not disgraced when fourth last time out and has won 
over this course and distance. Has a winning chance 

11. IRONIE DU RABUTIN - Returned to her very best when scoring over a bit further last time 
out. Capable of following up this distance 

12. IRMOSA BELLA - Remains unshod,. Very consistent since winning in August. In good form 
of late and has a winning chance 

13. INDESKAYA BIRD - On a very long losing streak but was not disgraced when fifth last time 
out. Barefoot and should fight out the finish 

Summary : INDESKAYA BIRD (13) showed improvement last time out and is barefoot and ready 
to strike this time. IRONIE DU RABUTIN (11) won over a bit further this year but is capable of 
following up in this line-up. IRMOSA BELLA (12) is in good form and deserves the utmost 
respect. INVERSION JULRY (9) is clearly capable of better than the recent seventh-place finish. 

SELECTIONS 

INDESKAYA BIRD (13) - IRONIE DU RABUTIN (11) - IRMOSA BELLA (12) - INVERSION 

JULRY (9) 
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C8 - PRIX DE LA REDONNE - 2650m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

17.000  

 
1. KANDY DU MIDI - Has yet to win a race after 16 attempts. Struggling with disqualification s at 
the moment and others are preferred 

2. KARNA SANTIGNY - Disqualified last time out. Has run some fair races over this course and 
distance. Could finish in the money 

3. KILL THE BLUES - Unreliable but has been best around this distance. A good third over a 
similar distance last time out and has a winning chance 

4. KE PASA - In good form of late and was runner-up over a shorter distance last time out. 
Capable of contesting the finish 

5. KERVELEAN - Probably found the 2200m too short last time out. Better this distance and can 
contest the finish 

6. KARLITO SCOTT - Has yet to win a race, Capable of running well when smart but is hard to 
trust with a poor disqualification record 

7. KOEA SPORT - A disappointment since winning in August and has major disqualification 
issues but is capable of winning 

8. KOOL ANGOT - Unreliable but was not disgraced when third last time out. More needed to win 
but might place 

9. KABYLIE DES EDEL - Fair form. Probably at very best over a shorter distance. Needs to do a 
bit more to win this race 

10. KHAZAR DES CORVEES - Much improved of late and is coming off a nice win. Probably 
prefers that longer distance. Might place 

11. KRISTOF D'OURVILLE - Unreliable and has been disqualified twice in six starts. Won latest 
start and is capable of further improvement. Might place 

12. KEZAH LOVE - Versatile distance-wise and has been consistent so far. Should fight out the 
finish once again 

13. KANELLE DU NOYER - Has yet to win a race after 17 starts. In fair form of late and is 
capable of earning some money 

14. KILLERMAN - Won on debut in May. A bit of a disappointment since then but was sixth over 
this course and distance last time out. Might place 

15. KING DE TAVERNA - Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Won over the same course 
and distance before that. Might place 

16. KRISTAL VICTORY - Unreliable since only win in April. Returns from a short break and 
should need this run 

Summary : KILL THE BLUES (3) is coming off a good third-place finish and is distance suited so 
could be the right one in an open looking race. KERVELEAN (5) is better than the last run would 
suggest and had run well in two previous starts. KOEA SPORT (7) has major disqualification 
issues but is capable of scoring when smart. KARNA SANTIGNY (2) is capable of contesting the 
finish. 
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SELECTIONS 

KILL THE BLUES (3) - KERVELEAN (5) - KOEA SPORT (7) - KARNA SANTIGNY (2) 

 


